August 2017: GlobeWest introduces Collections 2018, a vast and diverse range of furniture
and homewares perfect for Contemporary, Modern, Classic, Eclectic and Retreat interiors.
Embracing texture, colour and exquisite craftsmanship, Collections 2018 sees the addition
of 22 new collections: 12 indoor, 7 outdoor and 3 homewares.
Collections 2018 includes timber case goods in a variety of woods together with warm
neutrals, crisp whites and soft grey finishes. Highlights include statement entertainment units
and buffets with rounded edges, curved bases, perforated metal inset detail and sleek black
powder coated legs.
Occasional furniture has evolved, with raw edged marble, unique geometric features and
feathered and herringbone inlay designs. Luxurious Italian travertine, a mix of grey and white
marble, and gold brass framework add sophistication to the range.
Upholstered furniture sees a beautifully expanded velvet colour palette. Sofas, occasional
and dining chairs in delicious peppermint, deep emerald, rose, claret, and golden hues.
New leather items enhance the natural look of a space, whilst providing supreme comfort
and durability for family living.
Contemporary
Warmth, layering and texture continue to be the focus for contemporary settings with classic
light tan and grey leather the perfect complement to neutral, light-filled spaces. Bogart’s
new low-seated leather Cube Sofa adds an understated edge.
Classic
Mindful living influences luxe silhouettes within new and existing collections including the
inclusion of intricate, sculptural pieces, rich textures and metallic accents, from bold brass
details to carved gold accents. Raw marble takes a love for detail to an unexpected place
in the Vionnet collection. The new Vionnet Panel Mirror, Farrah velvet Occasional Chair
add charm and grace, whilst the Kennedy, Juno and Bogart ranges add an element of quiet
opulence.
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Modern
Minimalism takes a sculptural turn in the bold and versatile Livorno collection. Its’
indoor/outdoor dining, café and side tables make a statement in black, grey and white
concrete. The Vittoria Olive sofa commands its’ space in quilted cubic stitch detail whilst
the Clermont collection delivers fine framing and floating glass for a light and elegant look.
Retreat
Enter a coastal oasis with the textural rattan Plantation collection. Cocoon yourself in the
Plantation Nest Hanging Chair, Sofa Chair and 3 Seater Sofa, which work well equally in
eclectic, contemporary or coastal spaces. For instant country chic, explore white-washed
finishes within the Shelter collection. Sandpiper’s tables and consoles feature clean lines,
fine metal legs in roughly sawn Mango Wood whilst Otis includes bedsides, buffets and
entertainment units in stunning natural ash. New addition Henley applies parquetry detailing
to fine-framed bases, refined and sophisticated with casual ease that’s fit for minimal spaces
and coastal-styled homes.
Eclectic
Lovers of eclectic and bohemian aesthetics will be enraptured by the whimsical Balthazar
and intriguing Evora ranges. Balthazar features earthy, handmade side tables, stools and
beaded ceramic and leather pendants. Evora’s artisan designs include slatted consoles &
coffee tables in a mix of finishes, including hand worked mother of pearl and parquetry
marble.
Homewares
The Homewares collection has grown significantly to include a variety of new wool and
wool-blend floor rugs, soft throws & textural cushions. Beautiful pendants in a range of
looks shine whilst new ottomans provide the perfect complement to the variety of furniture.
Popular collection Barnet takes an Aztec turn.
Collections 2018 is available via boutique retailers and design professionals nationally.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Interviews:
Available on request with GlobeWest’s Co-founder and Design Manager.
Quotes:

“Collections 2018 is as diverse as the country we call home. It’s a celebration of distinctive
living designed to transform your everyday.” (Keti Lytras, GlobeWest Design Manager)
“We are so grateful that our customers trust us to provide stylish interior solutions across
many design aesthetics. No matter the building’s heritage or characteristics, or the
homeowner’s personal style and tastes, GlobeWest can fulfil their brief. We’re pretty proud
of that.” (GlobeWest co-founder Stephen Mendel).
Images:
New imagery will be regularly added to www.globewest.pressloft.com throughout the
year. The following are now available for download.
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